CODE OF ETHICS
















To convey that, All messages Channelled are from the Higher Energies and not that of
the Reader. Implementation of the Prayers and Guidance is totally the Free Will and
Responsibility of the Client.
To never mislead a Client in thinking that we can guarantee a cure, or predict and
conclude a guaranteed outcome, as in good conscience no healer or psychic, traditional
or alternative, can guarantee a cure for any illness, nor make any prediction that is set in
stone. All guidance manifests the healing as per the co-creating energies of the Client.
To let the Client solely decide as per his or her inner guidance and financial ability to
choose the therapy and not to discriminate any Client based on; sexual, or religious
status, country of origin, or any other reason that would be seen as illegal or
discriminatory.
To never preach our practices fanatically, but share them with those who genuinely
want the services we provide.
To treat the Client as a whole person, professionally, compassionately, and with dignity.
To respect the Client’s opinions, privacy, and religious/spiritual beliefs.
To retain a Client’s session in strictest confidence, keeping all personal information
confidential and discreet.
To provide all knowledge that we have to offer to those who want it in a way that is
understandable and effective.
To never provide services to those who have not given us consent, as it violates free will.
Spiritual work cannot work effectively on any Client who has not fully embraced the
option of regaining health and clarity at a soul level.
To serve as a role model and representative by preserving the ethical and spiritual
components of psychic and spiritual healing.
To continue to practice and train in our profession, knowing that learning is never
complete.
To treat all with honesty and gratitude.
To be honest when we do not have the ability or knowledge to help a Client and to make
it a practice to find someone else who can, or just guide the Client to find their own
source.

NOTE FOR ALL CLIENTS:



Kindly do not share your Personal prayers, affirmations and healing processes after the
Sessions with anyone. They are meant for YOU only.
You can feel free to share your healing miracles, experiences of change and goodness as
you progress as this multiples your Gratitude and is a great blessing even if One person
turns to their Divine Guidance due to You and your sharing of miracles and experiences.
********
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